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(a) A typical downhole configuration used at wells
prone to sulphur deposition has been comprised of three
parallel tubing strings: a heater string to circulate hot
?uid down the tubing and up the casing annulus, an
injection string for circulating heated ?uids (such as oil
or solvent) and a producing string through which the
reservoir ?uids are commingled with the injected ?uids

EXPLOITATION METHOD FOR RESERVOIRS
CONTAINING HYDROGEN SULPHIDE

This is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
07/248,191, ?led Sept. 23, 1988 now abandoned.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
This invention pertains to a method of producing

and produced to the surface. Temperature and pressure
are not adequately maintained to prevent sulphur depo
sition from the perforated zone up to the wellhead. The
consequences arising from this situation include

?uids from subterranean reservoirs containing hydro
gen sulphide and, more speci?cally, for exploiting reser

voirs containing hydrogen sulphide and sulphur, physi
cally dissolved, chemically bound (e g. hydrogen poly

plugged off tubing, plugged off surface facilities, and
?ow restrictions. Consequently, for ?uids ?owing from
the perforated zone, through speci?cally engineered

sulphides), or existing as elemental sulphur in a solid or

liquid state in the reservoir ?uid, which is prone to 15 downhole completion equipment to the wellhead, it has
been considered advantageous to avoid a ?ow trajec
sulphur deposition phenomena and/or production prob
tory which passes through the two phase region of a
lems due to high viscosity of downhole well ?uids, and
phase diagram. This objective is dif?cult to achieve
also for improving overall recovery of the above de
with the typical downhole con?guration described pre
?ned subten'anean resources.
20

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART
The production and testing of subterranean reser

viously. Another disadvantage of this downhole con?g
uration arises from the need for complicated surface
facilities to handle three different ?uids: heater string

?uids, heated injected string ?uids, and ?uids from the

voirs containing hydrogen sulphide and other associ
ated naturally occurring ?uid components such as hy

producing string.

with sulphur, physically dissolved, chemically bound

packer was used with a chemical injection valve in

drocarbons, CO2 and N2 and more speci?cally those 25

For small diameter casing, a single tubing string and

said ?uid being prone to sulphur deposition problems
and other production problems due to the high viscosity
of these downhole ?uids, has led to sulphur deposition
problems in the surface facilities, tubing, wellbore, the

stalled above the packer. This downhole con?guration
fails to impede sulphur deposition in the tailpipe and in
the casing below the packer, and also eliminates the
possibility of corrosion mitigation below the packer.
In another downhole con?guration, the injection of
the inhibitor was performed through the packer. The

the formation of hydrates and corrosion problems have
been observed during the testing of wells with such

above mentioned valve, using the annular space as a

(eg. hydrogen polysulphide), or existing as elemental
sulphur in a solid or liquid state in the reservoir ?uid,

chemicals were pumped from the surface down the
zone adjacent to the wellbore and in the reservoir. It is
annular space through a chemical injection valve assem
known that the amount of sulphur that is present in the
35 bly and through the packer. Similarly, it was suggested
sour gas increases with the concentration of H28. Also,

reservoirs.

that sulphur solvents could be injected through the

conduit. This downhole con?guration has the disadvan
tage that the annulus must be ?lled with the chemicals
to be injected (the annular volume exceeds 100 m3 in
some cases) Hydrate temperature depressants were
injected down through a separate chemical injection
tubing, which was connected to the main production

'

When the reservoir ?uid containing hydrogen sul
phide leaves the formation and ?ows up the tubing,
there is normally a gradual temperature decrease cou
pled with a pressure decrease. The ?uid ?ow trajectory

shown in a conceptual phase behaviour diagram (FIG.
1) is typi?ed by line a. Furthermore, if the well does not
?ow naturally, the problem is more complicated be

45

cause an arti?cial lift installation will be required at a

particular depth, depending on the speci?c conditions.

above the perforated zone so as to dissolve sulphur as

Deposition of elemental sulphur can occur due to

changes in physical solubility of sulphur in the reservoir

the heated ?uid and the reservoir ?uid are produced up
50

?uid as a result of changes in temperature and pressure

the following disadvantages: the injected miscible ?uid

decomposition of polysulphides as a result mainly of the

increases the hydrostatic ?uid gradient, thus exerting a
higher back-pressure on the formation and subsequently

charge of the equilibrium between hydrogen sulphide
and polysulphide existing in the reservoir. Other fac

phase behaviour diagram enters the two-phase region
(particularly when the trajectory crosses the bubble

the tubing, thus eliminating potential sulphur deposi
tions in the tubing above the packer This method has

during production. Sulphur can also be released by the

tors, water content for example, may also affect this
equilibrium. These phenomena can lead to ?ow restric
tions in the surface facilities, tubing, wellbore, the zone
adjacent to the wellbore and in the reservoir. When the
trajectory of the ?ow located in the above-mentioned

tubing at an approximate depth of 950 m.
(b) The US. Pat. No. 3,393,733 of C. H. Kuo et al.,
proposes the injection of a heated ?uid miscible with
the reservoir ?uid in the wellbore above a packer set

55

diminishing the in?ow from the resevoir. In cases
where the solvent is to be regenerated for reuse, separa
tion equipment is required which can increase the oper
ating costs. Also, this method fails to remove any sul

phur which may have deposited below the packer.
(0) Canadian Patent No. 953,643 of J. R. Eickmeier

proposes to reduce sulphur precipitation by circulating

a hot ?uid (e.g. steam) down an insulated tubing string,
up the casing-production tubing annulus to increase the
temperature of ?uids in the production tubing from the
regime.
_
65 outside. This patent states that it is preferable to simulta
The following describes the industry state of the art,
neously inject a hot oil into the produced ?uid adjacent
and reference is made to several patents pertaining to
to the productive interval using a separate tubing so as

point curve), the sulphur deposition could be aggra
vated by cooling effects occurring in a two~phase ?ow

the sulphur deposition problems:

to dissolve precipitated sulphur and/or prevent sulphur

3
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deposition on the inside of the producing tubing string,
through the mixing of the hot oil with the produced
?uid. Consequently, this patent has a disadvantage in

4

SCM/day. Most of the ?ow periods were limited to less
than 3 hours, because of indications of downhole sul

phur deposition and hydrate formation in the inner

that it requires the use of three strings: one heater string,
string.
one producing string and one hot oil injection string, 5
Due to the sulphur deposition problems experienced
together with all necessary surface facilities to handle
during the testing, the well was suspended in 1963 until
three different types of fluids: steam, hot oil and pro
the technology would become available for production

duced fluids. The difference between the state of the art

of such a reservoir.

described in point (a) and Canadian Patent No. 953,643
is in the length of the heater string and the ?uid circu
lated. In Canadian Patent No. 953,643, mainly steam is

Jet pumps have been applied to improve production
from oil and water wells as well as for dewatering gas

wells. The application of jet pumping in wells in which

circulated and the heater string extends down to the
the gas contains hydrogen sulphide in the presence of
packer, compared with the status of the art in (a) where
carbon dioxide was initiated by Canterra Energy Ltd.
the heater string is shorter and mainly hot oil or hot
(CEL). The following describes the state of the art and
water is circulated
15 patents pertaining to jet pumping:

(d) In 1962, Canterra Energy Ltd.’s (CEL) predeces

(a) Canadian Patent No. 1,179,251, Canalizo, advo

sor, Texas Gulf Sulphur Company Inc., drilled, com
pleted and tested a sour gas well, 5-23-30-11 W5M Pan
ther River.

cates the use of a reverse ?ow jet pump and describes its

test was carried out from l962-—December 11, through

use of a reverse ?ow jet pump to lift liquids, principally
water, from gas wells which cannot ?ow due to the

construction without addressing problems of well pro
duction
due to sulphur deposition. This patent does not
The above well (FIG. 2) is an example of the sulphur 20
recommend any speci?c power ?uid.
plugging problems that have occurred in wells
(b) US Pat. No. 3,887,008, Can?eld, advocates the
equipped in the manner of the. prior art. A production
1963-January 19. The main characteristics of the pro
ductive formation are listed below:

Productive Formation: Wabamun

25

presence of a liquid phase. This technique does not

address the problem associated with sulphur deposition.

Depth: 3261.4 to 3272.6 rn
Formation Pressure: 25932 kPa

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Formation Temperature: 79.4‘ C.
Gas Composition: 68.0% H28, 9.4% CO;
(Mole Percent); 21.4% CH4 and 1.2% N;
Sulphur Content: 9.5-13.0 kg/ 1000 SCM

FIG. 1 is an undimensioned pressure and temperature
30

The well was equipped with a heater string 23 of 42
mm diameter, 912 m in length, and a 73.0 mm tubing
string 9 was extended to the level of perforations at
3271.7 m. A permanent packer 10 was set above the
productive formation 1. The 73 mm tubing was inter

nally plastic lined to reduce the pipe roughness and

graph showing various pressure-temperature paths for
hydrogen sulphide ?uids being produced from a subter
ranean reservoir to the surface.
FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a well

equipped in the manner of the prior art.

FIG. 3 shows the downhole tubing string con?gura
tion as tested by the inventors at TGS Panther River
5-23-30-11 W5M.

FIG. 4A shows a downhole tubing string con?gura

_ avoid sulphur build-up on the tubing walls. The Waba
tion featuring concentric tubing and a reverse ?ow jet
mun zone was perforated and stimulated after which the 40 pump.

production test commenced.
FIG. 4B shows a downhole tubing string con?gura
The reservoir ?uids ?owed from the perforations into
tion featuring concentric tubing and a reverse ?ow jet
the tailpipe 8 and up the production tubing 9 to surface.
pump with chemical injection.
These ?uids cooled as they ?owed up the well. The
FIG. 4C shows a downhole tubing string con?gura
?uids were indirectly heated when they reached the 45 tion featuring parallel tubing with a jet pump.
depth of the heater string 23 at 912 m in order to in~
FIG. 4D shows a downhole tubing string con?gura~
crease the ?uid temperature above the hydrate forma
tion featuring parallel tubing with a jet pump and chem
tion temperature. Under these conditions the well could
ical injection.
only be ?owed sporadically for a total of 44 hours dur
FIG. 4E shows a downhole tubing string con?gura
ing a ten day period. The peak ?ow rate was only 42000
tion featuring parallel tubing with a jet pump and power
standard cubic meters per day (SCM/day) and lasted
?uid bypass injector.
for only 3 hours. The average rate was less than 24000
FIG. 4F is a schematic of a jet pump section.
SCM/day. Typically, it was indicated downhole sul
FIG. 5 is a schematic illustration of a process for the
phur plugging. Sulphur bridges at depths ranging from
recycling of a hydrogen sulphide rich reservoir ?uid.
632.4 m to 2682.1 111 were con?rmed on three separate 55

occasions. Two treatments with carbon disulphide sul

phur solvent were required.
Later in the second stage of the test, a 48.3 mm OD

tubing string 3, extended to 3176.3 m, was installed
concentrically in the 73 mm tubing. Carbon disulphide,

diesel fuel, nitrogen, and methanol were periodically
injected down the annular space between the 73 mm

tubing and 48.3 mm tubing. The injected fluids commin
gled with the reservoir ?uids at the bottom of the inner

FIG. 6A shows a reverse ?ow downhole tubing
string con?guration with a jet pump, to which an auxil

iary tubing string with a cable-powered electrical
heater has been added.
FIG. 6B shows a reverse ?ow downhole tubing

string con?guration with a jet pump, to which chemical
injection tubing and an auxiliary tubing string with a
cable-powered electrical heater have been added.
FIG. 7A shows a reverse ?ow downhole tubing
string con?guration with a jet pump, to which a dual

most 48.3 mm tubing at 3176.3 m. All the ?uids were 65 concentric auxiliary tubing string with a downhole

produced up the inner 48.3 mm tubing. The well was
produced again sporadically for a total of 20 hours over
an eight day period with an average rate of 32000

heater has been added.
FIG. 7B shows a reverse flow downhole tubing
string con?guration with a jet pump, to which chemical

5
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injection tubing and dual concentric auxiliary tubing
strings with a downhole heater have been added.

FIG. 7C shows a downhole tubing string con?gura
tion with a reverse ?ow jet pump which features a

production problems, such as sulphur precipitation,

single concentric tubing con?guration with downhole
electrical heating.

hydrate formation, and corrosion are reduced or elimi

nated. It permits the application of various techniques

FIG. 7D shows a downhole tubing string con?gura

such as bottom hole heating instead of conventional

tion with a reverse ?ow jet pump which features a

surface heating, natural ?ow, arti?cial lift, and full
depth circulation of different hot ?uids and solvents,

single concentric tubing con?guration with downhole
electrical heating and chemical injection tubing.

cyclical/intermittent/pulsing production associated
with stimulation techniques, suchas acidizing, fractur

FIG. 7E shows a downhole tubing string con?gura
tion with a jet pump which features a single concentric

tubing con?guration with downhole electrical heaters
placed above and below the jet pump.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention provides a unique system of
producing ?uids from subterranean reservoirs contain

15

ing hydrogen sulphide, and more speci?cally for ex

ploiting reservoirs containing hydrogen sulphide and
sulphur, physically dissolved, chemically bound (eg.

6

concentrically or in parallel. This system can be adapted
for any type of well completion, such as: cased hole,
open hole, vertical, deviated or horizontal hole. Typical

20

ing, injection into the formation of hot ?uids or a com
bination of these and reservoir pressure maintenance for
a higher recovery factor. In this system, the reservoir

?uids can be produced by increasing the bottom hole
temperature through the application of heat downhole.
In another embodiment, electrical heating would be
applied by heaters powered by cable or by a concentric
tubing string providing an electrical circuit downhole.
In this manner, the downhole ?uid temperature is in

creased without having the usual separate heater string.

hydrogen poly-sulphides), or existing as elemental sul
phur in a solid or liquid state in the reservoir ?uid,

The heating system should provide the supplementary
heat to maintain the ?uids in the range of temperatures

which is prone to sulphur deposition phenomena and
/or production problems due to high viscosity of down

chosen in accordance with the sulphur solubility and
phase behaviour for that particular well-reservoir sys
tem (refer to the exempli?ed trajectories: b’, and c of
FIG. 1).
The present invention, therefore, in one broad aspect
thereof, provides a method of producing fluids compris
ing sulphur and hydrogen sulphide from a subterranean

hole well ?uid and also for improving the overall recov
ery of the above de?ned resources by using a jet pump
system which provides additional pressure, heat, and

solvent for the prevention of sulphur deposition during
the lifting of the produced ?uids to the surface.
The jet pump provides means of obtaining a draw
down of the formation pressure and permits the exploi

reservoir containing said ?uids, via a well penetrating

said reservoir, said hydrogen sulphide being present as

tation of reservoirs containing hydrogen sulphide. This

hydrogen sulphide and/or one or more chemical com
is achieved by using a power ?uid pumped down
through an independent pathway and through a nozzle 35 positions which break down to release hydrogen sul
phide, which method comprises:
assembly within the jet pump. After passing through the
(a) providing said well with a producing interval in
nozzle, the power ?uid enters a mixing chamber at high

contact with the ?uids to be produced,

velocity and reduced pressure such that it entrains the

(b) installing a jet pump downhole in said well, said

produced ?uids containing hydrogen sulphide. After
wards, the comrningled ?uids pass through the throat

40

and then into the diffuser where the velocity of the
?uids decreases and the pressure increases to a value
above that which occurs in the mixing chamber and the

productive interval. This pressure is suf?cient to expel
the comrningled ?uids from the jet pump and cause 45
them to ?ow to the surface through the production
tubing. In a preferred embodiment the jet pump power
?uid injected downhole is heated.
An important feature of the invention is a packer for

jet pump having an inlet for ?uid to be pumped, an
inlet for power ?uid, and an outlet, said jet pump
being installed so that the inlet for ?uid to be
pumped is in contact with said ?uids to be pro

duced;

having a permanent tailpipe or a stung-through tailpipe

(c) providing a direct ?uid connection from said out
let to the wellhead;
(d) providing a direct ?uid connection from the well
head to the inlet for power ?uid, and
(e) supplying power ?uid from the wellhead to said
jet pump through said second-mentioned ?uid con
nection to drive said jet pump and thereby to pro

and accommodating ?ow-through connections for

duce through said ?rst-mentioned ?uid connection

chemical injection tubing. In this manner, a very effec

tive system for circulating chemicals, especially sulphur

from the outlet of said jet pump to the surface an
admixture of power ?uid and the ?uids to be pro

solvents, is included in the downhole con?guration,
permitting the prevention of sulphur precipitation or

said method being characterized in that pressurizing

isolating the formation from the upper part of the casing

duced,

injection of a chemical or of a chemical mixture along

action of said jet pump driven by said power ?uid in the
presence of hydrogen sulphide operates to retain sul
chemical mixture can contain one or more of the fol
phur in a non-plugging state within the admixed fluids,
lowing: sulphur solvent, corrosion inhibitor, hydrate 60 said admixture of ?uids having enhanced sulphur dis
temperature depressants.
solving capacity, and in that a liquid ?lm is formed on
In another embodiment, the jet pump is part of a dual
the inner surface of said fluid connection from said jet
tubular downhole con?guration. One tubular section is
pump outlet to the wellhead, said liquid ?lm impeding
for production (jet pumping) and would be comprised
deposition of sulphur upon the inner surface of said ?uid
of a pair of parallel or concentric tubing strings. The 65 connection from the jet pump outlet to the wellhead,
second, auxiliary tubular section is for multipurpose use
whereby sulphur deposition and/or plugging within
(typically downhole heating) and could be comprised of
said last-mentioned ?uid connection is substantially

or into the perforated interval when required. The

a single tubing string or a pair of tubing strings arranged

prevented.

7
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In another broad aspect, the present inventions re
sides in a method for the production of ?uids containing

8

retain sulphur in a physically dissolved, chemically
bound, or other non-plugging state within the admixed

hydrogen sulphide and sulphur, said ?uids being prone
to sulphur deposition and production problems due to

?uids, said admixture of ?uids having enhanced sulphur
dissolving capacity, and in that a liquid film is formed
the .high viscosity thereof, from a subterranean reser 5 on the inner surface of said inner tubing string said
voir containing said ?uids, via a well penetrating said
liquid film impeding deposition of sulphur upon the
reservoir, said method of production comprising:
inner surface of said inner tubing string, whereby sul
(a) providing said well with two independent ?uid
phur deposition and/or plugging within said inner tub

ing string is substantially prevented.

pathways, one for the injection of a power ?uid,
and a second for the production of reservoir ?uids

The present invention further provides a method for

mixed with said power ?uids;
(b) providing said well with a jet pump, said jet pump
being installed downhole in operative communica
tion with said ?uid pathways in the wellbore;
(c) injecting said power ?uid into the first-mentioned
of said ?uid pathways in the well, and thence into
said jet pump: and

the production of ?uids containing hydrogen sulphide
and sulphur, said ?uids being prone to sulphur deposi
tion or production problems due to the high viscosity
thereof, from a subterranean reservoir containing said
?uids, via a well penetrating said reservoir, said method

of production comprising:
(a) providing said well with two concentric tubing
strings in the wellbore, to provide two independent

(d) driving said jet pump with said injected power
?uid, said jet pump driven by said injected power

?uid lifting the produced ?uids containing hydro
gen sulphide and sulphur from said reservoir to the
surface through said second ?uid pathway,
said method being characterized in that pressurizing
action of said jet pump driven by said injected power
?uid in the presence of hydrogen sulphide operates to
retain sulphur in a physically dissolved, chemically

20

?uids mixed with said power ?uid;
(b) providing said well with a jet pump, said jet pump
being installed downhole within the inner tubing
string for the purpose of lifting the ?uids to the
25

surface through the annulus between the concen

tric tubing strings;

bound, or other non-plugging state within the admixed

(c) providing said well with an annular seal between
a casing and the outer tubing installed in said well
bore above a productive interval of said subterra

?uids, said admixture of ?uids having enhanced sulphur
dissolving capacity, and in that a liquid film is formed
on the inner surface of said second ?uid pathway from

nean reservoir;

the outlet of said jet pump to the surface, said liquid film

impeding deposition of sulphur upon the inner surface
of said second ?uid pathway, whereby sulphur deposi
tion and/or plugging within said second ?uid pathway

is substantially prevented.

?uid pathways, one for the injection of a power
?uid, and a second for the production of reservoir

35

The present invention further resides broadly in a

method for the production of ?uids containing hydro
gen sulphide and sulphur, said ?uids being prone to
sulphur deposition or production problems due to the
high viscosity thereof from a subterranean reservoir

(d) injecting said power ?uid through the inner tub
ing string into said wellbore; and
(e) driving said jet pump with said power ?uid, said
power ?uid being injected from the surface enter
ing said jet pump from the inner tubing, said jet
pump driven by said injected power ?uid lifting

said produced ?uids containing hydrogen sulphide
and sulphur from said reservoir to the surface
through the annulus between the concentric tubing

strings,

containing said ?uids via a well penetrating said reser

said method being characterized in that pressurizing
action of said jet pump driven by said injected power
?uid in the presence of hydrogen sulphide operates to
retain sulphur in a physically dissolved, chemically

voir, said method of production comprising:
(a) providing said well with two concentric tubing
strings in the wellbore, to provide two independent

?uid pathways, one for the injection of a power 45 bound, or other non-plugging state within the admixed
?uid, and a second for the production of reservoir
?uids, said admixture of ?uids having enhanced sulphur
?uids mixed with said power ?uid;
dissolving capacity, and in that a liquid ?lm is formed
(b) providing said well with ajet pump, said jet pump
on the surfaces of said annulus between the concentric

being installed downhole within the inner tubing
string for the purpose of lifting the ?uids to the

tubing strings, said liquid ?lm impeding deposition of
sulphur upon said surfaces of said annulus, whereby
sulphur deposition and/or plugging within said annulus
between said concentric tubing strings is substantially

surface through said inner tubing String:
(c) providing said well with an annular seal between
a casing and the outer tubing installed in said well
bore above a productive interval of said subterra
nean reservoir:

prevented.
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(d) injecting said power ?uid into the annulus be
tween the concentric tubing strings; and
(e) driving said jet pump with said injected power
?uid, said power ?uid being injected from the sur
face entering said jet pump from the inner annulus
between the concentric tubing strings, said jet
pump driven by said injected power ?uid lifting

of production comprising:
(a) providing said well with two parallel tubing
strings in the wellbore, to provide two independent
?uid pathways, one for the production of reservoir

and sulphur from said reservoir to the surface

said method being characterized in that pressurizing
action of said jet pump driven by said injected power
?uid in the presence of hydrogen sulphide operates to

for the production of ?uids containing hydrogen sul
phide and sulphur, said ?uids being prone to sulphur
deposition or production problems due to high viscosity
thereof, from a subterranean reservoir containing said
?uids, via a well penetrating said reservoir, said method

said produced ?uids containing hydrogen sulphide
through the inner tubing,

a

The present invention additionally provides a method

?uids mixed with power ?uid and another one for
65

the injection of said power ?uid;
(b) providing said well with a jet pump downhole in
a ?rst one of said parallel inner tubing strings, this
first tubing string being open below said jet pump

4,988,389
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for the entry of reservoir ?uid, and continuing to

the surface;
(c) extendingthe second tubing string from the sur

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

face and connecting it to the ?rst tubing string at
the level of said jet pump;
(d) extending said ?rst tubing string below the con

graph showing various pressure-temperature paths for

FIG. 1 is an undimensioned pressure and temperature

hydrogen sulphide ?uids being produced from a subter

ranean reservoir to the surface. An example phase enve
nection with said second tubing string to an annular
lope for a typical hydrogen sulphide reservoir fluid is
seal between a casing and the connected tubing,
also shown in relation to possible pressure and tempera
installed in said wellbore above a productive inter
10 ture conditions at the wellhead for a corresponding
val of said subterranean reservoir
method of production. The phase envelope of the two
(e) injecting said power ?uid into said well via one of

phase region is defined by the bubble point curve and

said two parallel tubing strings; and
(t) driving said jet pump with said injected power
?uid, said power ?uid entering said jet pump from
said one of said two parallel tubing strings, said jet
pump driven by said injected power ?uid lifting

the dew-point curve. As indicated on the ?gure, the

natural ?ow (path a) from the initial reservoir condi
tions to the wellhead conditions falls within the two

phase region, suggesting that. sulphur deposition could
be a problem. Through the use of jet pumping (path b)
or heating (path c) the pressure-temperature pathway of
the produced ?uids remains outside the two phase re

said produced ?uids containing hydrogen sulphide
sulphur from said reservoir to the surface via the

?rst-mentioned of said parallel tubing strings,

20 gion. Although both cases are improvements over the

said method being characterized in that pressurizing
action of said jet pump driven by said injected power
?uid in the presence of hydrogen sulphide operates to
retain sulphur in a physically dissolved, chemically

natural ?ow situation, jet pumping still results in a tem
perature loss while heating experiences a pressure loss.

The combined case (path b), however, employs the
advantages of both jet pumping and‘ heating to obtain
wellhead conditions with less susceptibility to sulphur

bound, or other non-plugging sate within the admixed

deposition.

?uids, said admixture of ?uids having enhanced sulphur

FIG. 2 shows a well equipped in the manner of the

dissolving capacity, and in that a liquid film is formed
on the inner surface of the ?rst-mentioned of said paral

prior art. The well casing 2 is perforated in the produc
tive interval 1. An outer tubing 9 is installed within the
well casing 2. A tail pipe section 8 extends from the
casing annular seal 10 to the productive interval. The

lel tubing strings, said liquid ?lm impeding deposition of
sulphur upon said inner surface of said ?rst-mentioned

tubing string conveying produced ?uids to the surface,
whereby sulphur deposition and/or plugging within

outer tubing 9 and the tail pipe 8 are typically a continu
ous string. The casing annular seal 10 serves to block
the flow of reservoir ?uids of the productive interval 1

said ?rst-mentioned tubing string is substantially pre
vented.

The present invention also broadly provides, in ac

35 from the annular space between the outer tubing 9 and

the well casing 2 and to force the ?uids to enter the tail

cordance with another aspect thereof, a jet pump assem

pipe 8. A production tubing 3 is installed concentrically

bly for the production of ?uids containing hydrogen
sulphide and sulphur, said ?uids being prone to sulphur

within the outer tubing 9 to provide an annular pathway
between the two tubing strings. The annular pathway is
typically used for circulating sulphur solvents, corro
sion inhibitors or hydrate temperature depressants

deposition or production problems due to the high vis~ 40
cosity thereof, from a subterranean reservoir containing
said ?uids, via a well penetrating said reservoir, com
down the well and to provide a means to commingle
prising:
them with produced ?uids A heater string 23 is installed
(a) means installed within the wellbore of said well

in the annulus between the outer tubing 9 and the well

for providing two independent ?uid pathways, one 45 casing 2 to allow the circulation of heated ?uids into the
well.

being for the injection of a power ?uid, and a sec

FIG. 3 shows the downhole. tubing string con?gura

ond being for the production of reservoir ?uids
mixed with said power ?uid; and
(b) a jet pump installed downhole within the wellbore

tion tested by the inventors at TGS Panther River
5-23-3041 WSM. The well casing 2 is perforated in the
of said well, operatively connected with said means 50 productive interval 1. An outer tubing 9 is installed
within the well casing 2. A tail pipe section 8 extends
for providing two independent ?uid pathways, said
from the casing annular seal 10 to the productive inter
jet pump being driven by power ?uid injected
val. The outer tubing 9 and the tail pipe 8 are a continu
thereinto through said one ?uid pathway, and
ous
string. The casing annular seal 10 serves to block
being operative to lift said produced ?uids contain
ing hydrogen sulphide and sulphur and mixed with 55 the ?ow of .reservoir ?uids of the production interval 1
from the annular space between the outer tubing 9 and
said injected power ?uid from said reservoir to the
the well casing 2. An encapsulated chemical injection
surface through said second-mentioned means for
tubing 13 is attached to the outside of the outer tubing
providing independent ?uid pathways, and being

9. The injection tubing lines within the encapsulated
further operative in the presence of injected power 60 chemical injection tubing are connected to side pocket
fluid and of hydrogen sulphide to retain sulphur in
chemical injection mandrels 24 which are made up at
a physically dissolved, chemically bound or other
the bottom of the outer tubing 9. The side pocket chem
non-plugging state within the admixture of power
ical injection mandrels 24 hold chemical injection
?uid and reservoir ?uids in said wellbore, and

thereby substantially preventing sulphur deposition
from said ?uids within said second-mentioned

means for providing independent ?uid pathways
within said wellbore.

valves which limit the amount of ?uids that is injected
65

down the chemical injection tubing lines that is passed
onto the casing annular seal 10. The casing annular seal
10 is equipped with passageways which transmit ?uid
from the chemical injection tubing lines to the annular

11
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space between the tail pipe 8 and the well casing 2. A

12

between the outer tubing 9 and the well casing 2. The

production tubing 3 is concentrically installed within

chemical injection tubing 13 passes through the casing

the outer tubing 9. Annular seal 10 is installed between
the outer tubing 9 and ‘the production tubing 3 to segre
gate the power ?uid injected at high pressure down the
annulus between the production tubing 3 and the outer

annular seal 10 such that fluids injected down the chem

tubing 9 from the ?uids produced from the productive
interval 1. A tubing check valve 12 is installed in the
production tubing 3 to prevent any ?uids either within
the production tubing 3 or in the annulus between the

production tubing 3 and the outer tubing 9 from ?owing
downwardly towards the productive interval 1. A jet
pump 4 is installed within the production tubing 3.
Heated power ?uid injected at high pressure down the
annulus between the production tubing 3 and the outer
tubing 9 and ?uid from the productive interval 1 enter

ical injection tubing 13 commingle with the reservoir
?uids 6 before they enter the tail pipe 8 and are pro
duced to the surface.

FIG. 4C shows a downhole con?guration featuring
parallel tubing with a jet pump. The well casing 2 is
perforated in the productive interval 1. The production
tubing 3 is installed within the well casing 2 and parallel
to the power ?uid injection tubing 14. A tail pipe sec
tion 8 extends from the casing annular seal 10 to the

productive interval 1. The production tubing 3 and the
tail pipe 8 are typically a continuous string. The casing
annular seal 10 serves to block the reservoir ?uids 6

from the space above the annular seal 10 which contains

the jet pump 4 and exit it to ?ow to the surface up the

the parallel tubing strings. The power ?uid injection

production tubing 3.

tubing 14 is connected to the production tubing 3 by a
power ?uid cross-over device 15 which permits the
power ?uid injected at high pressure down the tubing

FIG. 4A shows a downhole con?guration featuring a
concentric tubing con?guration and a reverse flow jet
pump. The well casing 2 is perforated in the productive
14 to enter the jet pump 4 which is located in the pro
interval 1. The outer tubing 9 is installed within the well
duction tubing 3. Reservoir ?uids 6 also enter the jet
casing 2. A tail pipe section 8 extends from the casing
pump 4. All ?uids exit from the jet pump 4 and ?ow to
annular seal 10 to the productive interval 1. The outer
the surface up the production tubing 3. A tubing check
tubing 9 and the tail pipe 8 are typically a continuous 25 valve 12 is installed in the production tubing 3 to pre
string. The casing annular seal 10 serves to block the
vent any ?uids either in the production tubing 3 or in
reservoir ?uids 6 from the annular space between the
the power ?uid injection tubing 14 from ?owing down
outer tubing 9 and the well casing 2. A production
wardly towards the productive interval 1.
tubing 3 is concentrically installed within the outer
FIG. 4D shows a downhole con?guration featuring
tubing 9. The annular seal 11 is installed between the
parallel tubing with a jet pump and chemical injection
outer tubing 9 and the production tubing 3 to segregate
tubing. The well casing 2 is perforated in the productive
the power ?uid injected at high pressure down the
interval 1. The production tubing 3 is installed within
annulus 5 between the production tubing 3 and the
the well casing 2 and parallel to the power ?uid injec
outer tubing 9 from the reservoir ?uids 6. A tubing
tion tubing 14. A tail pipe section 8 extends from the
check valve 12 is installed in the production tubing 3 to 35 casing annular seal 10 to the productive interval 1. The
prevent any ?uids either within the production tubing 3
production tubing 3 and the tail pipe 8 are typically a
or in the annulus pathway 5 from ?owing downwardly
continuous string. The casing annular seal 10 serves to
towards the productive interval 1. A jet pump 4 is in
block the reservoir ?uids 6 from the space above the
stalled within the production tubing 3. Power ?uid
annular seal 10 which contains the parallel tubing
injected at high pressure down the annular pathway 5
strings. The power ?uid injection tubing 14 is con
and reservoir ?uid 6 enter the jet pump 4 and exit it to
nected to the production tubing 3 by a power ?uid
?ow to the surface up the production tubing 3.
cross-over device 15 which permits the power ?uid
FIG. 4B shows a downhole con?guration featuring
injected at high pressure down the tubing 14 to enter
concentric tubing and a reverse ?ow jet pump with
the jet pump 4 which is located in the production tubing
chemical injection. The well casing 2 is perforated in 45 3. Reservoir ?uids 6 also enter the jet pump 4. All ?uids
the productive interval 1. The outer tubing 9 is installed
exit the jet pump 4 and ?ow to the surface up the pro
within the well casing 2. A tail pipe section 8 extends
duction tubing 3. A tubing check valve 12 is installed in
from the annular seal 10 to the productive interval 1.
the production tubing 3 to prevent any fluids either in
The outer tubing 9 and the tail pipe 8 are typically a
the production tubing 3 or in the power ?uid injection
continuous string. The casing annular seal 10 serves to
tubing 14 from ?owing downwardly towards the pro
block the reservoir ?uids 6 from the annular space be
ductive interval 1.
tween the outer tubing 9 and the well casing 2. A pro
A separate chemical injection tubing 13 (either en
_ duction tubing 3 is concentrically installed within the
capsulated type or a macaroni type) is installed within
outer tubing 9. The annular seal 11 is installed between
the well casing 2 and parallel to the production tubing 3
the outer tubing 9 and the production tubing 3 to segre
and the power ?uid injection tubing 14. The chemical
gate the power ?uid injected at high pressure down the
injection tubing 13 passes through the casing annular
annulus 5 between the production tubing 3 and the
seal 10 such that ?uids injected down the chemical
outer tubing 9 from the reservoir ?uids 6. A tubing
injection tubing 13 commingle with the reservoir ?uids
check valve 12 is installed in the production tubing 3 to
6 before they enter the tail pipe 8 and are produced to
prevent any ?uids either within the production tubing 3
the surface.
or in the annular pathway 5 from ?owing downwardly
FIG. 4E shows a downhole con?guration featuring
towards the productive interval 1. A jet pump 4 s in
parallel tubing with a jet pump and a power ?uid bypass
stalled within the production tubing 3. Power ?uid
injector. The well casing 2 is perforated in the produc
injected at high pressure down the annular pathway 5
tive interval 1. The production tubing 3 is installed
and reservoir ?uid 6 enter the jet pump 4 and exit it to 65 within the well casing 2 and parallel to the power ?uid
?ow to the surface up the production tubing 3. A sepa
injection tubing 14. A tail pipe section 8 extends from
rate chemical injection tubing 13 (either an encapsu
the casing annular seal 10 to the productive interval 1.
lated type or a macaroni type) is installed in the annulus
The production tubing 3 and the tail pipe 8 are typically

